
GAME #2 – Elimination    
SETUP
Start with 9 magnets each (or 6, for 3 players).

TO PLAY
Take turns placing 1 magnet at a time into any empty space in the base.

INSTRUCTIONS
Ages 8 and Up  •  2 or More Players

The Game of Magnetic Action

WARNING: 
CHOKING HAZARD-Small parts. 
Not for children under 3 years.
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Keep away from magnetically sensitive equipment, e.g. PACEMAKERS, credit cards, floppy disks
and computers.
Manener alajedo de equipos sensiblesa los campos magneticos. P.ej: tarjetas de credito,
disquetes, ordenadores, marcasos.

Caution: Do not inhale or ingest magnets. Attraction of magnetics in the body may cause serious
injury and require immediate medical care.
Precaucion: No ingiera ni inhale los imanes. La atraccion de imanes dentro del cuerpo podra
ocasionar lesion grave y necesita atencion medica inmediata.

ADVERTENCIA: 
Contiene piezas pequeñas.
No recomendado para
niños menores de 3 años.

PELIGRO DE ASFIXIA. -

IMPORTANT: This game is intended for children and adults greater than EIGHT years of age. DO NOT play this game without adult supervision if you have small children in the house or if
someone playing of any age is prone to placing things in their mouth.

WARNING: This product contains (18) small magnets. Swallowed magnets can stick together across intestines causing serious infections or death. Seek immediate medical attention if
magnet(s) are swallowed or inhaled.

TO KEEP SCORE
For every stone that attaches to the stone you are placing or to any other stone in the base
while you are taking your turn, add 1 point to your score. For example: While placing your
stone, 1 stone attaches to your stone and 2 other stones connect in the base: You get 3 points.

Leave all already-played magnets in the base. Continue placing new magnets into the playing
surface until 1 player has no magnets left. Then clear the board and total up points for the round.

TO WIN
Repeat rounds until the first player to accumulate 10 points is eliminated. In a 3-player game,
keep going until a second player reaches 10 points. The player who is left is the winner.

GAME #3 – Roundup 
SETUP
Divide the magnets. Alternating turns, each player places a magnet into the playing surface
until 10 magnets are on the board. In a 3-player game, place 9 on the board.

TO PLAY
On your turn, place 1 of your remaining magnets into the base so that it attracts the most
magnets. Remove your “captor” magnet and all its “captives.” Give yourself 1 point for each
magnet you attract (not counting your original “captor” stone). Your turn ends.

Play continues until all magnets placed on the board have been captured (the original 10 plus
any additional magnets placed on the board). This ends the round. Set up the base again, with
10 magnets in it.

TO WIN
A round ends if one player runs out of magnets even if the board is not cleared. Rounds
continue until one player has reached 12 points (12 captives) to win the game.

HISTORY  
Kanji are the most popular Japanese symbols. Each kanji symbol is an
ideograph, so the whole character conveys a meaning or idea. This kanji
symbol means “magnet”and “Jishaku” is the Japanese word for “magnet.”

The primary ore in these Jishaku is Hematite. In ancient Egypt,
healers used Hematite to reduce inflammation and treat anxiety. Ancient Romans used it as a
talisman to bring good luck! Today, it is used in “magnetic therapy” and as a “grounding”
stone to help maintain balance of mind, body and spirit.

Imagine you are a powerful Samurai or Ninja of ancient Japan, a master of the martial
arts. Do you possess some other “super” power you can wield over your opponents?
Hold these “Jishaku” in your hand. With these magnetic stones can you focus your
mind to alter your personal magnetic field and the force fields of objects around you?
Hold them… and feel their power! Can YOU control them?

CONTENTS
18 magnetic stones and storage bag • Force field game base with special foam insert 
(foam insert is intentionally asymetric and has either 22 or 23 “holes” depending on
which version you have)

SETUP 
Have a paper and pencil handy if you are keeping score (Games 2 & 3).

STRATEGY
In JISHAKU™ it matters not only WHERE you place your stone but also HOW you place
it. All magnets have a North and South pole and a magnetic field. Study the effect your
magnet has on the stones around it: It will attract some and repel others.

THE GOAL
To use the power of the magnetic stones to your advantage!

HOW TO PLAY
• Decide which of the 3 games you will play.
• Pick a player to go first.
• For 3 players, play moves clockwise. Game may be played in teams.

NOTE: Any stones that connect, whether they attach to your stone or not, are part of
your turn. Your turn begins the moment you select a magnet and start to move it
towards the playing surface.

Magnets can get lost or their strength can diminish over time. For replacement
magnets please visit www.playjishaku.com.

GAME #1 – I’m Out!
SETUP
Start with 9 magnets each (or 6, for 3 players). If you find 9 magnets too challenging,
start with 8 magnets each.

TO PLAY
Take turns placing 1 magnet at a time into any empty space in the base. If 1 or more
stones attach to your stone or to any others on the board, remove your stone and any
magnets that connected. Now you must get rid of all those extra stones, too!

TO WIN
Be the first player to declare “I’m out” by getting rid of all your stones.

SIMPLE STARTUP RULES TO GET YOU GOING


